Questions?

Who Is Responsible?
Cleveland Water is responsible for protecting the
public water supply from cross-connections and
preventing backflow situations. We conduct crossconnection control inspections of customers’
property to evaluate hazards to determine where
backflow prevention devices are required. If
a hazard exists at a customer’s water service
connection, the customer will be required to install
and maintain an appropriate backflow prevention
device at the meter and/or at the source of
the hazard.

Questions concerning backflow prevention and
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cross-connection control may be directed to
Cleveland Water Permits and Sales at 216.664.2444 x75209
or to the Ohio EPA Northeast District Office at 330.963.1200.
www.clevelandwater.com/construction/backflow-prevention

Customers are responsible for protecting and
maintaining their water supply plumbing from
backflow that may contaminate drinking water.
This includes complying with applicable plumbing
code, not creating cross-connections, and having
backflow prevention devices, when required,
tested and certified yearly to be in good working
order.
Plumbers are responsible for testing backflow
prevention devices and submitting the results
of these tests to Cleveland Water. We contract
with Backflow Solutions Inc. (BSI) to track all of
the backflow testing data from our customers to
ensure that owners have working backflow devices
on their property. Plumbers must submit their test
results through BSI Online (bsionline.com).
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W H AT I S BACK FLOW?

Cleveland Water works hard to make sure the drinking
water delivered to your home or business is safe at all

Cleveland Water depends on pressure to keep water

times. One way we do this is by reducing the risk of

reliably flowing in the proper direction through our

drinking water contamination from backflow.

distribution system and into customers’ homes.

There are scenarios in our distribution system and your
plumbing that can create a risk of water contamination
through cross connection. The goal of this brochure is to
educate customers on their role in reducing risks due to
cross connection and backflow scenarios, which can pass
contaminants into drinking water.

Backflow occurs when a change in water pressure
allows the normal flow of water to reverse direction.
This creates a safety issue if that backflow pulls
contaminated water from an unprotected crossconnection into the drinking water supply.
For example, the pressure in a water main can drop
very low as the result of a main break, creating a partial

W H AT I S A CRO S S
CO N N ECTI O N?

vacuum. This can cause water to be siphoned back
from customer plumbing toward the water main. If there
is a cross connection, such as a hose left in a sink,

A cross connection is when a drinking water pipe is

contaminated water from that sink could be pulled into

physically joined to any source of potential contamination

drinking water pipes.

such as chemicals, gas. or non-potable water. Cross
connections have the potential to allow contaminants into

rather than Cleveland Water’s distribution system.
Examples of cross connections include drinking water
piping connected to:
• private water wells or cisterns
• lawn irrigation systems
• swimming pools and hot tubs
• boiler-radiator heating systems
• fire suppression sprinklers
• hose connections to chemical solution aspirators

LOSS OF PRESSURE

commercial, institutional, or industrial plumbing systems
Water
Main

BACKFLOW

Most cross connections occur within residential,

NORMAL DIRECTION OF WATER SUPPLY

the drinking water system if a backflow situation occurs.

P O T E N T I A L
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S C E N A R I O S

BACKFLOW PREVENTION DEVICES KEEP CONTAMINANTS FROM FLOWING BACK INTO THE DRINKING WATER SUPPLY.

Public Drinking
Water Supply

Fire Sprinkler Systems

Lawn Irrigation Systems

Swimming Pools

SOME T YPICAL PLUMBING SYSTEMS
T H AT U S E T H E P U B L I C D R I N K I N G W AT E R S U P P LY

B A C K F L O W
A backflow prevention device (types include a reduced
pressure zone assembly, double check valve, or vacuum
breaker) keeps potential contaminates out of drinking water
pipes by maintaining one-way water flow.

Why are they Required?

P R E V E N T I O N

D E V I C E S

What are the Requirements?

When a backflow prevention device is required, the

Cleveland Water requires the installation, testing, and
maintenance of a backflow prevention device on any
service connection that presents an actual or potential
hazard to the public drinking water system. All backflow

All cross-connections without the proper backflow device
pose a potential health risk to the public. As such, backflow
devices are required in certain situations by Ohio EPA

devices must be approved by Cleveland Water and meet

property owner must provide and maintain the assembly or
assemblies at their own cost. Failure to do so poses a risk
to the public, and may necessitate Cleveland Water shutting
off water service to the property with the unprotected
service line.

certain requirements. A list of device requirements can be
found at:

regulations (OAC 3745-95). Backflow can be a health hazard

clevelandwater.com/construction/backflow-prevention

to you and your family if chemicals, gas, or contaminated

Cleveland Water requires backflow prevention devices to

water from an unprotected cross-connection enters your

be installed on all commercial water service connections.

drinking water piping and is used for drinking, cooking, or

Backflow prevention devices are required for residential

bathing. Backflow within your own home can migrate out

connections that have irrigation systems, fire sprinkler

of your home and impact your neighbors. Chemical burns,

systems, and swimming pools and hot tubs with automatic

fires, explosions, poisonings, illness, and death have all

fill valves.

been caused by backflow through cross connections.
Above: An example of a backflow prevention device
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Swimming Pools and Hot Tubs
Swimming pools and hot tubs should never be filled by

In-ground Lawn Sprinklers

There are some additional actions customers can take that,

submerging a hose in the water. Always maintain an air gap

All lawn irrigation systems, for both commercial and

while not required, further protect the drinking water in their

between the pool or tub and the fill hose.

residential properties, must have a backflow prevention

home and community.

device installed on the water service line supplying the

Home Plumbing Fixtures

system. While convenient for keeping lawns or gardens
watered, in-ground sprinklers can pose a health hazard.
Under certain conditions, pesticides, insecticides and
fertilizers used on your lawn can be backsiphoned through
the irrigation system into your home and into the public
water supply.

Wells, Cisterns, or other Auxiliary
Water Systems
Auxiliary water systems are water sources on your property
that are not water supplied by Cleveland Water, such as
wells, cisterns, open reservoirs, ponds, creeks, rivers, rain
barrels or grey water sources that have been equipped with
pumps or other sources of pressure, including gravity.

While many modern plumbing fixtures are designed to
prevent backflow, please ensure they are installed and used
correctly. The faucet or fill nozzle of all plumbing fixtures
should be above the rim of the sink or overflow. If you
have attached a hose or tubing to any faucet, ensure it is
removed after use. If you need to replace a toilet fill valve,
look for a model labeled as anti-siphon and ensure it is
installed according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Outdoor Faucets & Hose Bibs
Garden hoses attached to outdoor faucets can be sources
of cross connections and backflow. For example, if a
garden hose attached to a spigot is left submerged in a
bucket of soapy water and a sudden drop in water pressure

Customers connecting to public water systems can seal

occurs, caused by something like a main break or a hydrant

old auxiliary water systems on their property, which will

being opened, then the soapy water from the submerged

eliminate the requirement for a backflow device. However,

hose can be suctioned backward into your home plumbing

customers may choose to keep an auxiliary water system

and contaminate your drinking water.

for non-potable use such as irrigation. If an auxiliary water

To prevent such a backflow from occurring, make sure to:

system remains, it cannot be connected to the public water
system and a reduced pressure backflow device must
be installed on the public water connection to protect the

• Disconnect hoses from the spigot after each use
• Never leave a hose submerged in water or other liquid

public system.

• Disconnect any bottles of pesticide, herbicide, or fertilizer

Swimming Pools and Hot Tubs

• Install a hose bib vacuum breaker certified by the

Swimming pools and hot tubs with automatic fill vaves are
required to have a backflow protrection device installed.

once you’re finished using them
American Society of Sanitary Engineering (ASSE)
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